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Abstract-The integration of electric vehicles (EVs) into electric
grid operations can potentially leave the grid vulnerable to
cyberattacks from both legacy and new equipment and protocols,
including extreme fast-charging infrastructure. This paper
introduces a co-simulation platform to perform cyber
vulnerability analysis of EV charging infrastructure and its
dependencies on communications and control systems. Grid
impact scenarios through linkages to power system simulation
tools such as OpenDSS and vehicle infrastructure-specific attack
paths are discussed. An adaptive platform that assists with
predicting and solving evolving cybersecurity challenges is
demonstrated with a cyber-energy emulation that accelerates the
analysis of cyberattacks and system behavior.

I.

administrative systems, exfiltration of financial information (including
personally identifiable information), and reduced grid stability [4], [5].
One compromised EV supply equipment component can open the
door to a variety of exploitable vulnerabilities [6]. Cloud computing
and mobile application control have the potential to expand the threat
surface to non-redupiation and firmware integrity challenges.
Vendor clouds have access to hundreds of chargers, and if
compromised, can scale the attack surface exponentially. The high
power and voltage levels of xFC infrastructure (e.g., 400 kW at 1000V DC) increase the hazards and ability to impact the grid and vehicles
more than lower-power charging systems. Legacy communications
systems and protocols could also put EV infrastructure at risk of
cyberattacks requiring a robust patch management process.
Communications networks link EVs and chargers to several
stakeholders—including charging station operators, grid operators,
vendors/manufacturers, and aggregators—who have both physical
and network access to share information for control, monitoring, and
analytics [7]. Information in these networks that is vulnerable to
compromise includes the state of charge, charging duration, payment
information, electricity price, and load control [8]. Analyzing and
prioritizing these interconnections risks could help address
cybersecurity related to data leakage and manipulation.

INTRODUCTION

Electric vehicle (EV) development and associated charging
infrastructure are expected to advance rapidly. Thirty percent of all
global vehicle sales may be EVs and hybrid EVs by 2025 [1], and
they will rely on increasingly sophisticated strategies for grid
integration. Next-generation EV charging infrastructure is expected to
include interconnected renewable resources, such as photovoltaic
(PV) arrays and battery storage systems, along with grid-edge devices.
Although distributed energy resources (DERs) are useful in several
ways, such as peak shaving at high demand times and backup supply
for added resilience, the integration of vehicle charging and DERs
could create more avenues for cyberattack. This paper examines
potential cybersecurity challenges that could disrupt the grid through
both legacy and new extreme fast-charging (xFC) EV infrastructure.
The paper also introduces a Cyber-Energy Emulation (CEE) Platform
that can simulate and visualize the consequences of an attack on
power system devices, EV chargers, operators, and cloud servers.
II.

B. Risks of xFC Cyber-Physical Architecture for EVs
Fig. 1 introduces a notional depiction of the communications
nodes used in current and future xFC infrastructure. It also
denotes the variety of standards and protocols currently in use.
Fig. 1 brings awareness to the breadth of entry pathways to the
system that could potentially provide access and manipulation,
leading to system disruption. The figure attempts to resolve the
complexities of DERs, connections to legacy grid components
and vendor clouds, charging network operators, and
aggregators, with some interactions feeding into advanced
distribution management system platforms. Insecure
implementation of protocols with legacy systems make the
next generation of xFC infrastructure susceptible to
cyberattacks. xFC and existing DC charging methods require
critical communications between an EV and the charging
infrastructure to coordinate charging voltage and current
settings. Unlike AC charging, this communication creates a
potential vulnerability because the onboard charge controller
must communicate important battery constraints to the
offboard battery charger for control action.

CURRENT EV-GRID CONNECTION AND RISKS FOR
CYBERATTACKS

A. Risks of Physical and Network Access to EVs
Cybersecurity assessments conducted on electric utilities across the
United States demonstrate how legacy devices, communications
protocols, and insecure applications can combine to form a weak
cybersecurity posture [2], [3]. Physical and/or remote access to EV
charging station components, including charge ports, power
electronics, controllers, and local generation (e.g., PV and energy
storage) could be paths to cause power fluctuations, leading to altered
operations at the charging station, escalated privileges to
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Fig. 1. Through industry engagement, this communications architecture figure was developed to identify the majority of specific communications standards,
interconnections, control elements, and connections to the grid of an xFC infrastructure [9].

III.

or more classes and only receives messages from classes
without the knowledge of the publisher or sender of the
message. The ØMQ library application programming
interface is designed to represent these sockets [10]. This
library provides various functions such as (a) ØMQ
Context, which keeps the list of sockets and manages the
asynchronous I/O threads and internal queries; (b) ØMQ
Messages, which are discrete units of data passed
between applications or components of the same
application; and (c) ØMQ Sockets, which present an
abstraction of an asynchronous message queue with the
exact queuing semantics [11]. Depending on functions of
the end points, they either publish or subscribe to
messages that are handled by the ØMQ sockets.

A POWER AND COMMUNICATIONS CO-SIMULATION
AND EMULATION PLATFORM

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) staff has
designed the CEE Platform, a unique, open-source set of technologies,
to capture both the power system and networking components of an
EV charging infrastructure interacting with the grid as well as DERs
that could be manipulated to cause a system disturbance.
A. ØMQ and protobuf
Researchers use a ZeroMQ (ØMQ) + publish/subscribe
model and protobuf to simulate power systems and emulate
networks for cyber analysis and testing. In the context of the
virtualized environment, message queues are used for interprocess communications that enable the transfer of control,
content, or data.
•

•

ØMQ is a high-performance, asynchronous messaging
library for applications that require concurrent processes
to run. The ØMQ sockets represent a many-to-many
connection between end points and require messaging
patterns such as request/reply, publish/subscribe,
push/pull, and exclusive pair. Specifically of interest here
is the message pattern of publish/subscribe, in which the
message sender has no knowledge of the receiver; this
message pattern categorizes published messages into
classes. Similarly, a subscriber expresses interest in one

Protobuf is a protocol buffer core technology, described
as a language- and platform-neutral, extensible way of
serializing structured data for use in communication
protocols [12]. In our approach, protocol buffers are used
in developing programs that communicate with each
other over a wire. Although ØMQ provides a connection
for Device A to Device B, structured data in a defined
format of protobuf are added to that connection to send
messages [12]. This combination provides a reliable
backbone for the overlying technologies to interact.
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Fig. 2. NREL’s Cyber-Energy Emulation Platform. The green lines denote power flow exchanges of OpenDSS, and the white lines above them represent
communications between virtual nodes in minimega.

B. minimega
The devices within an electric grid can be emulated using
virtual machines that run programs similar to the applications
found in an industrial control system device [13]. These
devices are emulated inside virtual machines and can
communicate with each other via sockets and virtual
networks. The publisher/subscriber [14] model or
broker/provider model can be used to provide
communications between virtual machines and other
platforms, such as the open-source Distributed Systems
Simulator (Open DSS). Minimega was developed by Sandia
National Laboratories to emulate a network of devices with a
power layer represented within OpenDSS. Virtualization in
this case provides the ability to represent and simulate a
system from a very small scale (10 nodes) to an extremely
large scale (thousands to millions of nodes) with the
assumption of adequate computational power.

analysis, along with EV chargers, operators, and
manufacturer cloud servers running firmware and
applications, which are implemented using standard protocols
[2].
D. Real-Time Attack Analysis and Test Cases
Within the CEE Platform, the key research focus is a
cyberattack on the communications medium between the
charger and central energy management system. A commonly
used communications method for EV infrastructure
interoperability is the Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP),
an open-application layer protocol defined to enable
multivendor charger communications.
The OCPP communication can be implemented as a clientserver model, with a charger or charge point as the client and
a central management system as the server. Simulating OCPP
communications is a way to understand and explore potential
outcomes to message manipulation. Multiple messages within
the protocol are initiated either by the charger or by the
central system [15].
Fig. 3 depicts the operation of a simulated charge point and
the messages it sends/receives. Using a Go implementation of
the OCPP1.5 and OCPP1.6J [16], a basic OCPP client-server
model was built to exchange OCPP messages. This basic
setup can be used for cyber tests, such as man-in-the-middle
or denial-of-service attacks, by manipulating data in transit or
by spoofing the identity of either the client or the server [17].

C. Running the CEE Platform
Fig. 2 is a Web-browser-based, visual 3D representation of
communications and power flow layers. ØMQ’s messaging
bus and protobuf’s data structure, along with minimega, come
together at this application-level interface to visualize
consequences of attacks on electric power systems. The CEE
Platform uses OpenDSS models to simulate grid operations.
Details of charging stations that have PV arrays on-site,
combined with battery storage to act as backup or a peakshaving resource, are the current focus of the CEE Platform
enhancements, along with infrastructure-specific threats.
Simulated power systems devices can then be tested for cyber
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Fig. 3. Simulated OCPP client or charge point with message exchanges. Examples of messages received from the server or central system are Authorization,
Boot Notification, Heartbeat, Status, and Meter Values.

Even though the OCPP implementation of each
manufacturer will have a different method of deployment, the
purpose of this experimental setup is to focus initially on the
threats associated with an OCPP architecture [18]. Combining
the central management system and charge point
communications with the CEE Platform’s power systems
communications introduces a novel platform to test risks and
the resilience of the future xFC system. Further revisions to
the system representations could address standard protocols,
including OCPP and ISO 15118, along with proprietary
approaches. The ability to visualize and analyze
consequences of responses caused by anomalies to cyberphysical systems through cyber events presents a path toward
a more secure and resilient charging infrastructure.
IV.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Billions of dollars are expected to be invested during the
coming decade to implement EV charging infrastructure,
much of which will likely support xFC rates in the 350-kW
range [19]. These stations could include on-site PV and
energy storage to aid with demand charge mitigation and
enhance station value proposition as the EV market matures
over time. This paper described a robust emulation
environment, including its foundational components:
minimega, ØMQ, protobuf, OpenDSS, and the innovative
CEE Platform. Initial work on EV infrastructure is simple in
representation; however, the platform enables scalability to
address future analytic needs along with safety and
interoperability. The work presented here considers attacks on
the OCPP communications pathway. Future studies will
address vulnerabilities in additional protocols, including
Modbus, Controller Area Network, and Distributed
Networking Protocol 3. Continued research of cybersecurity
hardening and resilience strategies for an expansive EV
charging infrastructure will be critical for continued EV
market development.
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